TRASH TALK: I’M AN
EXCELLENT DRIVER
EDITION
Well I woke up this morning and got
myself a beer
The future’s uncertain and the end is
always near
Let it roll, baby roll, let it roll all
night long.

These are strange days indeed we live in. One
minute it is a quiet peaceful day after
Thanksgiving, not even the sound of sugar plums
and OPR reports dropping, and the next thing you
know all hell is breaking loose in the Woods.
Tiger goes Rainman driving in the driveway, and
Elin Woods shows she’s got some game with golf
clubs too. Go figure. You knew it couldn’t be
long before Gloria Allred and Mark Geragos were
involved. Ugh. The Woods family, sadly, will all
be crawling from this wreakage for a long time.
But there is, thankfully, football to occupy our
time, so let’s get to the games.
Student Athletes: Right now, and in my backyard,
my ASU Sun Devils have just lost, via a late
game moronic muffed punt, to the hated UofA
Wildcats in what, at one time, was one of the
best and nastiest rivalry games in the entire
country. No longer, strictly ho hum now. Another
game that was always huge, but has lost some
luster is Trojans v. Bruins, which is a late
game tonight (Fox Sports here). It may not be
what it used to be, but very well may be an
interesting game tonight. By the way, both TCU
and Boise State are going to finish undefeated;
I say put em both in BCS bowl games; these are
good teams and they have earned it far more than
some SEC team with two losses, and more than any
flunky Big-10 team.
National Favre League: Again, there area a bunch

of simply lousy games not even worth discussing.
But the good ones have a lot to chew on. First
up is Pittsburgh versus the Ravens in Baltimore.
The big news here is that Big Ben is out, not
going to play because of concussion symptoms.
When Roethlisberger himself is making the call,
you know it is real, he is a tough dude. So
Dennis Dixon, who was a legitimate Heisman
candidate, if not frontrunner, two years ago at
Oregon before he hurt his knee, will get the
start. He is a great athlete and can throw the
ball, but has almost zero experience; ought to
be interesting. The Ravens are desperate and
have to have a win, but have not been playing
well. This is a tossup, with the slight edge to
the Ravens.
Peyton and the Colts at Houston is notable too.
Can the Colts stay undefeated? Can Houston win a
big game at home? I’ll take the Colts. Da Bears
visit Old Man River in the land of the Norske.
The other really interesting game, however, is
the Cardinals visiting the Titans. Kurt Warner
looks fine in spite of the hit last week, so the
Cards look to be at full strength. The Titans
have been resurgent with Vince Young though and
are back to playing Jeff Fisher football. The
Titans are on a mission, the Cards have the
division pretty much wrapped up already because
the NFC west is so pitiful. I’ll take the Titans
in an upset.
By far the biggest and best game this week is
the Monday Night affair down in the Big Easy. If
I had more dollars than sense, I would head down
for some hurricanes at Pat O’Briens and a 48
hour partay ramble. You know the Who Dat nation
is going to be amped up and ready to geaux. This
has the makings of another Dolphins/Bears Monday
Night game from almost 24 years ago to the day.
With only the Redskins, Falcons, Cowboys, Bucs
and Panthers left on their schedule, if the
Saints can overcome the Pats, they very well may
run the table. The Pats are really rounding into
form at the right time of the year. You knew
they would. Most importantly, the New England
defense is gelling. Couple that with a healthy

Wes Welker and Brady getting back to the QB he
is capable of being, and, well, you just cannot
ask for anything more out of a regular season
game. As Keith Jackson would say, “folks, this
is gonna be a good un”. Drew Fookin Brees and
the Who Dats are at home in the dome; give them
a microscopic edge.
Alright, that is the slate; what ya got? Been
kind of quiet here the last couple of days, time
to make some noise fellow knuckleheads!!

